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Some time ago you signed on the dotted line obtaining disability income insurance to provide financial 

security for you and your family. Your policy included provisions such as:

• Guaranteed renewable;

• Noncancellable and guaranteed renewable;

• Residual/partial benefits; and

• Options to increase your coverage.

You felt secure. You trusted your agent or the medical association sponsoring the plan and were 

certain you wouldn’t have to address the issue again. 

Not so quick. Regardless of the coverage you have, you’ll want to thoroughly review it immediately. 

Unless your coverage is individual, noncancellable, and guaranteed renewable you do need to worry. 

You should be especially careful if it is simply guaranteed renewable without the accompanying 

“noncancellable.” The guaranteed renewable by itself is misleading (see boxes below).

Why the fuss? As pointed out in a February 1993 article in Physician’s News Digest, disability claims 

experience for doctors has been on the increase since 1989, and in the last year it has risen even 

more dramatically. The statistical breakdown shows some specialties experiencing claims at twice the 

expected rate and two geographical areas, Florida and Southern California, experiencing claims at five 

times the expected rate. Significant increases have been seen for the following disorders among 

physicians: carpal tunnel syndrome, Epstein-Barr Syndrome, back and disc disorders, psychiatric 

disorders, and AIDS.
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Key Definition:

Noncancellable and 

Guaranteed Renewable:  

Once the policy is issued the 

insurer cannot change the 

contract provisions or raise 

the premium until the holder 

reaches 65 years of age. 

This provision is normally 

not available on group or 

association coverage. 

Key Definition:

Guaranteed Renewable: 

The term “guaranteed” is 

misleading The insurance 

company can raise 

premiums for the entire 

group or class of insureds, 

and can also change policy 

provisions, but cannot do 

so to individual members. 

Key Definition 

Own-Occupation Definition 

of Disability: If the insured 

cannot perform duties of 

his or her specialty 

occupation, benefits are 

payable regardless of 

ability to perform another 

job or specialty and 

regardless of earnings. 
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This has caused disability insurers to announce dramatic changes to their products. UNUM, 

formerly Union Mutual, a company synonymous with individual noncancellable disability insurance 

for physicians and dentists announced that in 1995 it would stop selling noncancellable coverage. 

For the insurance industry, this is analogous to McDonald’s announcing that it would no longer 

serve hamburgers. Industry giants Paul Revere and Provident Life & Accident followed UNUM’s 

lead and announced changes in their product lines for 1995. Both companies will continue to offer 

noncancellable coverage, but contractual provisions on newly issued policies will be less liberal. 

Some specialties and geographical areas will have limited (or not provide) true “own-occupation 

specialty” coverage, and limited or no lifetime benefits available. 

Numerous companies have recently abandoned the disability marketplace completely. A mere 

handful remain which have good financial ratings and unequivocally offer high quality, 

competitively priced, noncancellable, own-occupation products for physicians (Berkshire Life 

Insurance Company, Northwestern Mutual, Mass Casualty, and Minnesota Mutual are among 

them). If you currently have individual noncancellable coverage you need not worry about that 

protection. The noncancellable feature guarantees your right to continue that coverage, and 

possibly to add to it via automatic increases and future purchase options.

Changes have also occurred in association and group long term disability coverages. Association 

coverage is the type of disability income protection you can acquire as a member of a medical 

association (college, academy, society, etc.) and almost always is guaranteed renewable. 

Physicians are lured to this coverage by price – which is 10 to 50 percent less expensive than 

noncancellable coverage – and by trusting in the medical association's endorsement of the plan. 

Yet, previous cancellations of so-called guaranteed renewable contracts like these demonstrate 

the danger inherent in this type of coverage. During the 1980s Mutual of New York was the 

nation's largest insurer of association coverage plans, but abruptly decided to abandon this type 

of business. By the end of 1991 MONY no longer insured  any associations. Among the groups 

canceled were California Medical Society, American Association of Trial Attorneys and the 

American Veterinary Medical Association. 

Many doctors insured by associations have experienced price increases recently – and they can 

expect more. One large association is currently in the process of changing its definition of 

disability. These changes are permitted to existing guaranteed renewable association coverage 

and affect not only newly issued policies but also the existing ones. Often, insureds are not aware 

of this and may be surprised when they are informed that they no longer have “own-occupation” 

specialty coverage. 
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Group long term disability (LTD) insurance covers many salaried physicians at hospitals, HMOs, 

clinics and in large practices. Since the coverage is provided by and usually paid for by the 

employer, the employee-doctor is often not aware of the contract provisions. Group LTD has 

already experienced and will continue to experience the same changes as individual coverages: 

price increases, lower benefit limits and less liberal contract provisions. The majority of existing 

LTD contracts, and all newly issued ones, generally limit payouts to only two years for mental and 

nervous disorders. Benefits are based on a percentage of salary, usually 60 percent and are 

reduced by government benefits like social security. Most employees rely on the security of this 

job related benefit, but that is one of its shortcomings. If you leave your employer, you lose your 

coverage. 

With all that is happening what is on the horizon?

• It is unlikely that the few companies presently offering individual, noncancellable, own-

occupation coverage will be able to continue to market this product without major 

modifications. 

• Less liberal benefits will be the rule. Limitations will certainly be placed on own-

occupation coverage (benefit payments will instead be tied to loss of earnings rather 

than inability to practice a specialty), cost-of-living adjustments and life-time benefits. 

• Companies will aggressively market and offer discounts for policies paying limited 

benefits for mental and nervous disorders, and drug and alcohol abuse. 

• Companies will market products whose premiums can be changed within a certain 

measureable range. 

• Issue limited will be reduced, and more stringent medical and financial underwriting 

guidelines will be imposed. 

• Association coverages will continue to experience changes and some may even be 

canceled. The insurers of associations and groups are protected by the right to make 

changes to provisions and to raise premiums. 

Too often doctors procrastinate on acquiring or updating their coverages. Time, however, may be 

running out on your ability to acquire the type of coverage that insurance and financial experts 

suggest you own as a physician. But the risk of not having quality coverage is great. Statistics 

show that the chances of becoming disabled for 90 days or more before reaching age 65 are 

approximately 50 percent, according to the 1964 Commissioner’s Disability Table.
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As a physician, what should you do? 

1. If you are thinking about replacing any current coverage with new insurance, be sure 

the new insurance is approved on a favorable basis before canceling your old policies.

2. Have an experienced, knowledgeable agent in the disability insurance field review your 

coverage. Even existing noncancellable policies should be reviewed to make sure that 

they contain the most up-to-date features and benefits. 

3. If you qualify, acquire the maximum amount of noncancellable, own-occupation 

disability income insurance your income justifies; this will usually equal 50 to 60 percent 

of your income. The policy should also contain a comprehensive residual benefit 

covering all aspects of partial disability, and should probably have a cost of living rider. 

Remember it is quite possible that policies providing this liberal protection will soon be 

unavailable. 

4. If you are in an incorporated practice, consider having the corporation pay the cost for 

part of your coverage and pay the remainder yourself, with after-tax dollars. 

Following these four steps is the only way to truly take the worry out of your disability insurance 

protection. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or want to discuss some strategies.
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